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rnTRODUCTION 
Although the par ent of the p resent sugar beet was prob ably kno1m 
and used befo~e the building of the pyramid of Cheops (22 ) , it was as 
rec ent as 210 years ago that ~larggraf obtained the first crystallized 
sucrose froru the root. It was 40 years l a ter before Achard claimed its 
potentialities a s an effici ent industry. The product rapidly passed from 
the s t atus of a luxury to a vital necessity, until today sugar be et pro-
duction receives some p rotection or preference in every country where 
sugar beets are grown . 
Throughout its 174-year history it has probably be en beset with a 
grea ter vari et y of problems and more failures than any other industry 
before or since. One of the greatest pr oblems has been the actual means 
of sucroge extraction and determina tion. 
The determination of sucros e in s~ar beets is the most important 
function in a be et suga r factory l aboratory (J ). This value is necessary 
as the basis f or calcula tions of sugar yi elds and losses, for fixing the 
value of be ets i n factories where these are bought on the basis of their 
sugar content and f or other purposes. Sugar content determinations are 
also of vital i mportance to the plant breeder, soil scientist, plant 
physiologist , and other researchers concerned with sugar beet analysis. 
Values of such importance should be determined by methods of cor-
responding accuracy. However, in 1927 Stanek and Vondrak (J) stated thnt 
there is no routine method as yet which p ermits the determination of t he 
sugar in the beet t o wi thin an accuracy of 0.1 per cent. It is doubtful 
that the fundamental accuracy of the saccharimetry methods has improved 
much since this time. 
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Numerous methods of sucrose analysis are used and are being recom-
mended for use both in sugar beet factory and research laboratories, 
Although most methods now used are based on the principle of aqueous 
digestion and single polarimetry, there are v1ide variations in actual 
procedures. The availab l e 11 terature is deficient in adequate comparative 
studies into this problem. It would be of considerable value to researchers 
in sugar beet production and analysis to know the relative accuracy and 
precision of these methods and the effects of the several variab les now 
prevalent , 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
~ of ~ analysis 
Sucrose analysis of su~ar beets has undergone considerable change 
and variations in the past (6). 
J 
A brief history of sucrose extraction and analysis will indicate 
some of the problems involved and serve as background for the development 
of present methods. 
The determination of sucrose in sugar beets by polarization of the 
erpressed juice was formerly quite common (6, p . J45). It has been almost 
entirely abandoned because of unavoidable errors and problems involved. 
The method most accurate in principle for sucrose analysis in beets 
is extraction (6, p . J5J) . The solvent most generally used is 90 per cent 
ethyl alcohol . The sugar is washed from the pulp by reflux distillution 
and the extract is made up to volum e and polarized. The principal sonrces 
of error are the effect of alcohol on the po larization of non-sugars and 
the effects of excess lead acetate and of the prolonged heating on the 
rotation of sugar and non-sugars. The alcohol extraction method does not 
presently occupy the position as a standard procedure that it formerly 
did in saccharimetry. It was not best from the practical s t andpoint be-
cause of the long period of time necessary for extraction, and because of 
the fragile nature o~ the extraction apparatus (6, p . 359). 
The process of percola tion ~ith water as the solvent has been used 
(6, p . 357). The principal sources of error ~ith ~later are incomplete 
extraction, inversion of sucro s e through natural acidity of the pul p, and 
the solution of optically active gums, hemicelluloses , and pectic acid . 
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For t he rapid determination of suc ro se in sugar beets and for 
routine analysis, one of the numerous di ges tion processes is usual ly 
follow ed in p res ent research. In princip l e , the di gestion method is a 
combination of the extraction and juice-expression methods , i n which a 
wei ghed amount of pulp is digested with a large excess of alcohol or 
water . After the complete diffusion of the sucrose t hr ough the solvent, 
the solution is brought to volume, allowinr for the space occupied by the 
marc , ann then filtered and polarized . 
The use of alcohol as the solvent has been r.enerally abandoned in 
favor of aqueous digestion because of unreliab l e results and because it 
is too expens ive for routine work. 
The aqueous method s of di ges tion may be subdivided into three classes 
(6, p . 36)) : (1) met hods in which the nonnal weight of pulp is made up 
with water t o a definit e volume (Pellet' s method and modifications); 
(2) methods in which a definite volume of water is added from a pi pette 
t o a normal wei ght of pulp (Sachs-LeDocte's method and modifications ) ; 
and (J ) methode i n ~hich pulp ann wat er are mixed in definite proportions, 
but a normal weight is not required (Kruger' s met hod). 
Although they have been variously modif i ed , the basic methods of 
Pellet and Sachs-LeDoc te are used almost exc lusivel y by fac tory and re-
s ea rch l abora t ories for r outine sucrose a~lysis in all countries. The 
Kr ueer method has never been very popul ar and has been generally abandoned 
(6, p ,J?l) because of the inconveni ence and confusion of using pipettes 
differing in volume in the same laboratory. 
Cred it is due t o Pellet (20) for champi oniog t he method of hot water 
di gestion wh i ch is usually given his name (6 , p . J6J) . It was devised 
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by him in 1887 and at about thA same time by Herles (6, p , J6J), Although 
it has become variously modif ied and there is stil l not uniformity in 
detailed procedures , it is the generally accepted method in all countries 
for det ermining the percentage of sucrose in cossettes , for sugar factory 
control analysis, and for other research, It does not require pulp of 
extreme fineness, 
S, J. Osborn (20) has made a study of several of the details in the 
procedure which he found to be important. He suggests that half-normal 
(26 grams of pulp per 200 ml, of solution) concentration is preferable 
t o ful l normal concentration to insure conplete diffusion and extraction, 
Variations of digestion tampsrature seemed to be unimportant within 
reasonable limits , for the pulp used . The upper linit of the both t emper-
nture should not be more than 80° c. in order to prevent decolilpositi on 
of pec tins, hemi celluloses , and other marc constituents, All &ir must be 
removed by swirlinG and applying a vacuun, especially when rasped or 
finely divided pulp is used. Perio dic swirling is allowed by carrying 
out the initial digestion with an incompletely f illed flask, A supplE>-
mentary ~ iges tion period of 10 minutes is recomoended after bringing the 
flask approximately to volume with hot water. This will insure equili-
brium of concentration, 
Pellet (6, p , 356) also devised a cold water digestion p rocess. It 
has been entirely superseded by the Sachs-LeDoc te method because of the 
danger of incomplete extraction i n the flask anrt because of the greater 
inconvenience of the pipette method, 
The main objection to the Pellet method in principl e is the occlusion 
of a ir bubbles by the pulp and the uncertainty of knowing whether such 
bubbles are completely absent when bringing to volume , To over come this 
problem, Kaiser and Lowenberg (6, p. 356) in 1892 proposed to add to the 
normal weight of pulp a constant volume of water and lead subacetate 
solution so tha t the final estimated volume of solution, regardless of 
occluded air or insoluble marc, is always 100 ml, This idea was further 
modified by Sachs and LeDocte (6, p . 365; 3 ) in 1895 with the total vol-
ume increased to 200 ml, to insure complete extraction and perfect 
admixture, and to obtain more filtrate for polarization. They calculated 
that the volume of water and lead subacetate solution to be added was 
177 ml, The original 177 ml, pipette is still the one most widely used, 
, 
but for greatest accuracy the volume must be adjusted to suit the beets 
grown i n a particula r country or district. 
Tare l aboratories in the United States almost invariably use the 
Sachs-LeDocte method of water digestion for sugar analysis (15, p . 95) , 
but occasionally checkB are made agains t Pellet digestions . Although a 
finer divided pulp is required, it is fast er and more convenient for 
routine analysis. 
Genotel l e (l6) has suggested a r apid Sache- LaDocte modification using 
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a high-speed comminuting apparatus for extraction . The Waring Blender ex-
tract i ons have also shown good. compe.rieon and agreement with the hot Sachs-
Lebocte method. Only 1 minute blending time is required, Moore and Rall beck 
(16) feel that this modi fica tion offers an opportunity for considerable 
simpl ification of t a r e l abora tory methods where fi nely rasped pulp is used, 
The trend in modern tare laboratory opera tion is toward mechanized 
and high speed equipment and instrumentation. In the control laboratory 
emphasis is placed on accuracy and precision. 
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The hot water digestion methods are considered more reliable for 
controlline; losses in the factory. The quicker cold digestion methods 
should be used only if a pparatus is available for securing pulp of extreme 
finenes•, and are of grea test value when rapidity rather than highest 
accuracy is required. 
~of min aqueous digestion methode 
There are hro main sources of error in the aqueous digestion methods 
in generel (14). 
Errors ~ !£ ~ determinations. The flask voltmes or amounts of 
lead 1·1ater adopted to correct for the volume of marc and lead precipitate 
a re average valttes and individual beets May differ appreciably from the 
average, especially if the beets are unr ipe, wilted or watery (6, p . J71) . 
There is no complete tl{:reement on a standard averace volttme allowance for 
marc and lead precipi t a te, and possibly there shottld be none because of 
the variationA of beets in different locations. Beets f rom the same soil 
may vary considerably in mar c content from season to season and even within 
t he same season. Marc determina tions on 50 beets in 1956 from the same 
p lot (25 ft . x 5 f t. ) varied from J.94 to 6.J~• per cent, with an average 
of 4.9~+ per cent (2) . If we assume the density of marc to be l.lJ gms/cc 
these variations represent from 0. 91 cc to 1.46 cc with an average volume 
of 1.14 cc for a normal weight of pulp . Therefore it has been left to 
i ndividual countries or districts to decide their own volume correction 
(6, p . J62). 
However , t he prob lem is complicated by the £eneral lack of aer eement 
on the definition of marc and the method used for its measures. Bachler 
(J) defines marc as the more or less "water-soluble , 11 sugar-free, porous , 
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cellulosic skeleton >~hich g ives body to the beet, a nd in which the walls 
and some of the cells are saturated 'li th colloi dal or imbibition water , 
(It SGems that thi a should be "water- in so luble" to be consistent >1i th 
Bachl er ' s definit i on o f marc,) 
Browne and Zerban point ollt t hat the e,en<' rnl definition of marc a s 
the wf'.t or- i nso lub l e portion of the beet i s inadequate since t he type and 
quantity ~ f dissolved material vari es with the temperature a nd na ture of 
tho solvent uaed, "ith the length a nd manner of trea tment , with t he gen-
or al cond it ion of the beet, 1<i t h t he particle si7e of the beet pu l p , 11 ith 
thG r a tio of solvent t o p ulp , and ~<ith methods of procedure (6, p , J4?) . 
They state t hat a tenperature of about 65° c. is required to destroy 
the p rotop l asm and to facili t Pte the extraction of the so l llbl e substances , 
But at this t euperatur e the hemicellulo sea a nd t he p ectins are attacked 
and converted into water-soluble substances . I f alcohol i s used for the 
extrac tion, the albumen is coae,ul a tod and a part of t he sa lts is not 
extracted. 
The composition of bee t marc , ac cording t o Smolenski , is aboll t 22 
per eent celllllose, 73 p er cent pectin, and 5 per cent albumi nous substa nces 
(6 , p , 352) . All these hold a certain runount o f vmter in t he imbibed or 
colloid form , 
By the usua l analytical p rocedures for more de t erminations the marc 
i s weighed bone dry , Us i nc this for the first of a ll digest ion methods 
( t he alcohol digestion), napp and Degener (6 , p , J60) in 1882 assigned 
t o the normal wei Gh t of marc a vo lume of 0 ,6 cc , This value MlS lat er 
accepted by other researchers for t heir aqueous met hods, which led to 
t he gener n l u se of 200 , 6 ml. fla sk s for the Pellet me t hod and 177 ml, 
pipettes for the Sachs-L eDocte method (J) . This vo l ume has been wid~ly 
criticized durine the pas t 40 years on t he g r ounds that the anhyd r ous 
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marc determination does not take into account t he natural state of turges-
cence of marc or the pr esence of sugar-free i mbibition water as it exists 
in the beet. It also di s regar ds the l ead preciu itat e f orm ed in clarifi-
cation. 
Early test s t o det ermine the volune occupied by hydrate~ marc in the 
norma l ~<eieht of beet gave values from 2. 0 t o 2.5 ml. ( 6, p . 361; J). 
Later investigations showed t ha t th e volume of marc hydr a te i n the pr esence 
of lead subacetate decrehses t o about 1 ml. and excess le~d causes furthe r 
shrinkage ( 6 , p . J62). It was conc luded that t he lead subacetate causes 
the marc hydrate t o shrink by withdra~<ing colloidal water. It is now 
g enerally conceded tha t the old volume correction of o.6 cc is too low, 
but t here is still disagreement regarding me t hods of marc determina tion 
o.nrl \<he thor the aim is to find the pure marc hydrate or th e marc hydrate 
plus lend pr ecinitate. 
Bachl er (J) pr efers t he measurement of marc hydrate (marc in its 
original stat e of turgescence) as t h_!' volume correction for the Sachs-
LeDoct e method. This he has determined t o be ?.Jl cc in a normul we i ght 
of average beets from Southern California. Therefore he recommends usit~ 
a n i pette of 179.1 cc . He feels t hat two met hods even tually wi ll evolve, 
one which wil l determine the pure marc hydra te, a knowl edge of 1<hich is 
i mportant for the Snchs-LeDocte met hod analysis, and another >~hich >rill 
b e suitabl e f or the determina tion of th e volume of narc hydr a te plus lead 
p recipita t e , which is i mportant for t he Pellet method . 
It s eems that the prob l em of which volume correction to use should 
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not depend on whether the Sachs-LeDocte method or the Pellet method is 
the procedure followed. The question is whether or not the colloidal 
water >ti thdrawn from the marc hydrate when lead subacetate is added 
should be considered part of the juice or if it is stil l to be considered 
as marc, since if there is agreement ~• to what is marc and >that is juice, 
the volume correction by either process is identical. 
Osborne (J , 19 , 21) in 1923 was the first to claim 1,0 ml. for the 
average volume of marc p lus lead precipitate. This has come to be the 
moat generally aocepted volume correction where the Pellet method is 
employed. He noted that while there is considerable variation in the 
value obtained, too great an importance should not be attached to the 
absolute accuracy of the calculated marc volumes. The accuracy of polaris-
copic observations is not sufficient to establish the desired value with 
precis ion. 
Hungerford and Koontz (lJ ) made a study to compare the Sachs-LeDocte 
methods (both hot and cold) and the Pellet method with a Soxhlet extraction 
method developed by Hartmann. Assuming that the Soxhlet extraction pro-
cedure gives the correct content of sugar in beets, they conclude that 
the pipette volume for the Sachs-LeDocte hot digestion should be 178 .4 
ml, while the flask volume for the Pellet hot digestion should be 201,6 
ol, However, if the Sachs-LeDocte cold di .;eation is used, they recor.unend 
the 177 ml. pipette in order to obtain the same average result as with 
the 178,4 ml. p ipette for the hot digestion. 
One should not be so concerned about a volume correction factor to 
allo>t f or hot digestion compared to cold digestion; of more fundamental 
i mportance is he»1 variabl e is the increase by hot digestion with beets 
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from <lifferent environments and 11hat are the causes. 
Errors due to impurities, All methods of simple po larization f or the 
determination of sucrose are based on the assumption that the only optically 
active constituent in the digestion juice is sucrose, e.nd tha t its normal 
rotation of polarized light is unaltered by accompanying impurities, This 
assumption i s rarely if ever justified in practice, No complete analysis 
of beet juices is known and their composition is far from constant (15, 
p . 177). 
Normal beets contain small quantities of invert sugar, raffinose, 
amino ac ids, and other optically active substances . Their normal rotation 
may also be creatly affected by t he load eubacetate used for clarification 
and by the presence of other i mpurities. The combined effect of these in-
fluences may be an appreciable plus or minus error, or the correct result 
may be obtained through mutual compensation, 
The solvent used, the tscroerature of the bath, the length of digestion 
period, the pulp particle nize, the condition of the sugar beets, the effi-
ciency of clarification, and perhaps other factors all contribute to the 
total effect on the extraction and polarization of the many nonsugars 
present, 
Browne (5) and others (6, p . J2?; 17) report that when invert sugar 
is presont, there occurs an increase in dextrorotation due to the precipi-
tation of leva-rotating fructose or the formation of soluble dext ro-
rotatory lead fructosate by the basic lead salts. However, glucose and 
fructose are easily oxio ized nnd decomposed into acids and colored products, 
so t hey are seldom found in appreciable concentration (15, "l , 181). 
Raff inose is chemically rather unreactive and is strongly 
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dextrorotatory ( .. 1240) com-pnred to sucros e ( + 66,5° ) • Hac lay , et al. 
( 14) found t hat California sugar beets generally were t oo lo>~ i n raffinose 
t o necessitate cons i der ation , but sug{;est t hat a correction factor might 
become necessary if 0 , 05 per cen t raffinose ~;ere present. The raffinose 
content of 50 Ut ah sugar beets t hat have recently been analyzed ranges 
from 0 . 09 per cent to 0,31 per cent, wi t h an average of 0 . 175 per cent. 
These concentrations wollld inrlllce a p lus erro r of 0,17 per cent to 0 ,58 
per cent l<ith an avera&e of 0,33 per cent sllcrose. 
The number and t ypes of amino ac i ds and their concentration vnry 
greatly bet ween beets. As many as 18 amino ac i ds have been indicated in 
cert a i n beet juice samples by papet· chromatobl'aphy ( 10). All of these 
amino acids ar e optically active except glycine (24, Vol . I, p . 322) and 
their specific rotat ion is genArE!lly altered by the basic lead ac etate 
sa l t s . Al t hough the amount of glut amic acid in the sugar beet may vary 
from , 01 to over 1,0 per cent (26) , t he maj ority of the amino- nitrogen 
fraction of the beet is usually in this form , Asparagine usually comprises 
most Of the remainder . In the presence of lend subacetate , the optical 
activity of glutamine shifts from slightly dextrorotatory to sl i ghtly l evo-
rotatory , while t he specific rotation of asparagine chant;es from -5041 to 
strongly dextrorotatory (17; 6, p . 3 72) . Mnclay, et al. (14) found that 
t he dextrorotatory amino acids wer e p ractically null ifi ed by the l evorota-
tory acids in a test made on artificially prepared solutions of amino 
ac i ds . The result ';ould depend on t ypes anc1 concentra tions of amino ac ids 
present and the net effec t on pol arizat ion would be expected t o vary con-
s i der ably. 
If the beets are unripe, fros t-bitten, di seased, or otherwise 
lJ 
abnormal, or if the dig estion is carried out a t too high a t emper a ture 
(above 85°C.) , high polarizi ng dextrorotatory gums, pectins and hemicellu-
loses wil l be extracted (6, p . 37J) . Pellet(6, p . J72; 17) claims that 
i f sufficient lead subacetate ia used, these co mpounds are completely 
precipitated , but McGinnis states tha t pectins a r e difficul t t o clarify 
with l ead a cet a te (15, p . 185). Hungerford and Koontz (lJ) report an 
average increase of more than 0.1 per cent sugar from t he Sachs-LeDocte 
hot di ges tion compared to t he col d di ges tion. 
Other subs tances in the juice such as polyphenols , tyrosin e , saponins, 
nitrogenous bas es , amnoni a , iron, aluminum, sodium, and potass ium may 
int erfere wit h sucrose analysis (15, p . 185). Honi e, claims that inactive 
substances such a~ salts of sodium and potassium decrease the rota ti on of 
sucrose ( 12, n . 69) . H01<ever, he does not cite evi dence to support this 
claim. 
~!oat investigat ors agree t hat whi l e the specific rota tion of sucrose 
is not apprec i ab l y altered by lead subacetate when r ecommended amounts are 
us ed , its dextrorotation will increase considerably when an exces s of the 
lead reagent i s used (7, p . J2J; 14). 
Osborn (20) states tha t the destruction of sucrose during digestion 
without l ead aceta te added i s t oo small to be of consequence. Since there 
is no det erminab l e difference whether the lead is added before or a fter 
digestion , the edditi on of lead after di gestion has been incorporated in 
the standar d method of analysis of the Great 'I estern Sugar Company. 
However, Hungerford and Kunz (lJ) r eport that when the l ead solution 
>ras added before digestion by t he Pollet met hod, s l i ghtly higher average 
results were obtained . 
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Bachler (6, p . J68) sugges ts clarifying with Horne ' s dry l ead sub-
aceta t e after the digestion of pulp wi t h disti lled water. By removing 
n' small portion of the di ges tion j uice before adding the dry lead, it 
is possible to determine bo t h the soluble soli ds and the sucrose content 
from the same samp le. 
In 1935 Brm<ne (5) reported that when bas ic lead acetate was used 
for clarification, higher sucro se determinations resulted by direc t 
polar izat ion; hovrever, dry lead subacetate only cave an averae;e increase 
of about 60 per cent of the.t obtained ~~hen lead subacetate solution was 
used, Polar ization figures found by the dry lead method are known to be 
lo>~r than similar fLgures found by the wet met hods, but the value and 
entire cause of this difference has not been satisfactorily determined (9). 
Research inrlicates that dry lead subaceta te clarification reduces the 
volume or nrecipitate error and removes more of the reducing sagars than 
the l ead subacetate solution, but there is t;reat er susceptibility to err or 
due to excess of lead (5). 
The selection of an appropriate clarifying agent is one of the most 
i mportant operations of saccharimetry. Rapid filtration nnd brightness 
of clarification are factors which must be considered, as well as minimum 
degree of error. The smallest possible quantity of clarifying agent should 
be used. The us~ of lead subacetate has become almost universal in sugar 
beet saccharimetry in snite of its inherent errors and shortcomings. 
Preoaration of sample 
In the anal ys is of sucrose in sugar beets , special stress must be 
laid upon t he correctness of sample. Accuracy i n analytical details is 
obviously of no value unless the portion of pulp weighed o~t for 
examin·tion is a true and renreo enta tive sample of the entire beet or 
lot of beets in question . 
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Some understandin& of t he no~>hology of the sugar beet root is 
necessa r y in obtaining true srunpl ines . The percentage of sugar and purity 
is low in t he leaves and hie;h in the mature root. The cro1m, the transi-
tional zone bet1·1een root and leaves, has some cM.racteristics of both. 
It has a considerable concentra tion of nutrients on the l<ay t o the leaves, 
suear on its way to t he root, and nonsugar roducts similar to those 
retained in the l eaves . As we go do>m the root from the cro><n , the per 
cent sugar and purity increas es ra]lidly and is highest slightly below the 
]>oint of maximum g irth, decrea sing gr adually again to the root tip (15 , 
p . 37) . Exrunination of a horizontal cross-section of th e root also sho>~s 
considervble vari a tion in suear content and ]lllrity from cent er to skin. 
The core of the beet is rela tively dark and woody , and is surrounded wi t h 
wings of white, crisp substnnce al. tP.rnating with dark, woody rings. Sugar 
is stored in the white ~r,-shaped cel ls. The darker core and rings con-
tain bundles of fibrous tubes or ducts, through which the water P.nd 
nutrients from the soil pass on their way t o the leaves. Since the darker 
rings are in &raates t number in the core and near th e skin, it is natural 
that these areas are lower in sugar and puri ty (15, p , J8), Chemical 
analysi s wi l l bear this out and show that there is a ~radual increase in 
sucrose content and purity from the core t o the outside one-eighth inch 
rind layer where they dron sharply {8). It is evident, therefore, t hat 
in order to obtain a representative se.npl e ><here >1e only prepare a portion 
of t he beet, as i s the case in most research and tare laboratory analys es , 
t he puln taken must repres ent the entire r oo t from co re to skin and from 
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crown to root tip and must also be in proportion to the amount or size 
of beet throue,)lout. This could be done by cutting the beet in quarters 
longitudinally through the center of the core or by removing a wedg e-
shAped segment, the edge of 1<hich coincides with the axis of t he be ot . 
Most of the numerous rasps , shredders , !,'Taters, and other macerating 
machines have been designed with this objective, If a hot water digestion 
met hod is to be used for analysis , the cellular tissue does not need to 
be disinter;rated , but a meat chopper , such as t he Enterpr ise chopper ~lo, 
41 is recomnended ( 20 ) . 
\Vith any type of rasp or chopper the pul p sample as obtained is not 
uniform and oust be thoro~hly mixed before weighing. Mixi ng i s often 
done by hand, but a mechanical mixer of the e&G-benter type has be en 
devised which gives better and faster mixing , and a. t the same time elim-
inates a disagreeab le job and most of the labor and human element (23) . 
Some samoling has been done whGre t ho ent i re beet or lot of beets 
has been reduced to pul p , thoroughly mixed, and one or more s8lll')les are 
t aken and analyzed, The Hobar t food cutter (mode l T215) has been very 
satisfactory for thi s procedure (1). This method has i mportant advantage s 
over the rasp , the meat grinder, and ot her methoos of sampl e preparat ion, 
If the pul p is properly mixed , representative samples are obtai ned since 
th e entire beet is processed , The coa rseness of pulp can be va ried vii th-
in certain limits by length of cutti~ time, The pulp particle size is 
quit e uniform at any one time . The beet mat eri al is not subj ected to 
grea t pressure which causes pulp and juice separation, 
The principal objections t o t he rasp for sample preparation are: 
( 1) decomposi tion and evauoretion are rap id; (2) separation of juice and 
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pul p ; (3) difficulty in obtaini ng a repres en t a tive samp le; (4) optically 
active substances and other juice inpuri ties are mo r e freely l i berated 
during di gestion; and (5) sample obta ined is subjoct to the condit ion of 
the beet, size of the beet, shape of the be et, and t he condit ion of the 
rasp. 
Owi ng to the liability of sugar beet pulp (esp ecially ~<hen rasped) 
t o change in conposition through evapora t i on of liater and thr ough decompo-
sition by t he act ion of enzymes and microorganisms , it ia i mpor tant t hat 
ana l ysis be begun as soon as pos s ible after samp le p repar a t ion. Changes 
in composition due t o enzyoes may consist in an inversion of sucros e , in 
a modi fication of gums , hemicelluloses , et c ., or i n l os s of sugars through 
respira tion. Therefore, it is i mpo ssibl e to preserve untreated sugar beet 
pnlp f or any length of time without chan(; a in composition , al though the 
rate of change may be greatly reta rded by cold storage. Heati ae the 
sample before s t or age will dest roy enzymes but mny cause inversion, etc. 
Fre ezing may suspend enzyme action for the time , but may i nc ite other 
changes. Rapid cooling to ) 0 c. or loll er ~<ill pres erve ougar be et pulp 
for some time, but samples must be analyzed i mmediately aft er thawing. 
The r es earch r esults reported by Co1~any (7) indicate tha t t he deep freez-
ing of pulped beet samples for lat er sucrose analys is is rel iab le . 
Osbor n (20) found, i n agr eement with other investigations (4), that 
coars e unfrozen pulp such as is obtained f rom a meat grinder shows an 
adsorpti on of sugar effect . Finely rasped pulp shows no det er minable ad-
sorption. However , t he coarse pulp a lso tends t o adsorb some colloidal 
wa t er . The net effect of th ese two adsorption phenomena on sucrose analysis 
is not known and they may largel:-· counteract each other. 
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trel'HODS OF PROCE1XJRE 
Experimental design 
Several variables in the aqueous digestion methods of sucrose analysis 
by single saccharimetry were eraluated. The principal experiment was 
designed as a 2 x J x 4 x 4 x 4 split-plot factorial in which effects of 
freezing, three sucrose or purity levels, two basic methode each at two 
temperature levels, four degrees of coarseness, and four lengths of diges-
tion time were studied. The treatments were replicated three times. 
The effect of freezing was studied by analyzing samples freshly pre-
pared from unfrozen beets and comparing these data with results obtained 
from frozen samples from the same beets, 
I 
The effect of three levels of sucrose content was studied by varying 
the nitrogen content of the soil, The variations in process were as 
follows: 
P1---Sache-LeDocte cold water digestion (20° c.). 
Pz---Sachs-LeDocte hot water digestion (550 c.). 
P3---Pellet hot water digestion (55° c.). 
P4---Pel l et hot water digestion (800 c.). 
The degrees of coarseness of pulp sample were obtained as follows: 
C1-chopped in the Hobart food cutter (Model T215) for 1 minute, 
Cz---cossetted with a Mouli salad maker, and cossettea were ground in an 
Enterprise meat grinder with one-quarter inch perforations, 
C3---chopped in the Hobart food cutter for 10 minutes. 
C4---rasped on a Keil-Dolle segment rasp, 
The four digestion periods were studied as follows: 
T1---15 minutes. 
T2---30 minutes. 
T3---l hour. 
T4---2 hours. 
Field experiment 
Since the sucrose content and purity of sugar beets generally de-
crease as nitrogen content of the soil increases (11, 26), the sucrose 
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or purity levels were induced in the same field of beets by varying the 
nitrogen levels, Each field replication consisted of three levels of 
nitrogen. 
N0 ---no nitrogen 
N1---BO pounds of elemental nitrogen per acre, applied in bands near 
planting time, 
N2---250 pounds of elemental nitrogen per acre; one-half side-dressed 
near planting time and one-half side-dressed on July 20, 
All of the nitrogen was applied in the form of ammonium sulphate in 
bands approximately 2 inches deep and 3 inches from each side of each row. 
The applications were made with a Planet Jr. seeder. 
Each plot was 35 feet long by 11 2/3 feet wide, consisting of seven 
rows, 20 inches apart. There were 6-foot alleyways between plots at the 
head and foot of each plot. 
All plots received equal applications of water. Irrigations were 
adequate to prevent any deficiency even on the high N plots. Eight irri-
gations were given as needed {based on general observations) throughout 
the growing period from June 11 to September 26. Approximately 2 to 3 
inches of water were applied per irrigation. In addition, 4,71 inches 
of precipitation fell during the growing season. 
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The beets were harvested on November l2 and lJ. At the time of 
harvest, a 5-foot length was discarded from each and of each plot. Only 
the center three rows were sampled. This left approximately 75 beets in 
the three 25-!oot rows, Thirty beets were randomly selected from these in 
each plot, The tope were removed with a knife, Care was taken to leave 
as much of the crovn as possible by cutting off all the petioles just 
below the growth initials, As soon as the beets were topped they were 
placed in heavy insulated paper bags, tied and stored. The temperature 
during harvest was below freezing but the beets were not frost-bitten, 
Sample preparation 
When all the steps in sample preparation and laboratory procedures 
had been worked out and trial runs bad been made, the JO beets from one 
of the three nitrogen levels were taken from the first replication and 
transported to the sample processing laboratory. There they were thoroughly 
cleaned yith water and · brietle brushes, and the root tips were cut back 
to the diameter of approximately 1 inch, A wedge-shaped portion was 
removed from each beet by a Keil-Dolle segment rasp. Figure 1 shows the 
tn>e of segment removed, Each beet was carefully cut into four equal quar:.. 
ters in line with and through the center of the beet as in figure 1, The 
quarter from each beet having the segment removed by the rasp was dis-
carded, One of the three remaining quarters from each beet was taken and 
these were bulked in three equal lots, each of which was processed as out-
lined, 
All the quarters in one lot were placed in a Hobart food cutter 
(Model T215) and chop~ed for exactly 1 minute, A second lot was placed 
in the cutter and chopped for exactly 10 minutes, The third batch was 
"gure 1. SUgar beeta and method of quarteriag. ( 1) Gceral con-
dition of beeta before aamplin&. (2) Sepent r•oved 
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by the rasp. (3) Dirieion of beet after rasping. !he quar-
ter on the right ia discarded. (4) ~taring of a beet 
in line with 1 te axle. 
PL~Nl 
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f'irst run through a hand food shredder to. approximate the condition of 
factory cassettes; these were then run through an Enterprise meat grinder 
fitted with a plate having one-fourth inch perforations. ALl four of the 
' 
sample preparations were thoroughly mixed by hand. The appearance and 
general condition of the four pulp preparations may be seen in figure 2. 
An adequate number of samples of all four degrees of coarseness were quickly 
weighed out at approximately 3 0 grams each on square sheets of aluminum 
foil. Each sample was wrapped, sealed, tagged and placed in dry ice. 
Vhen all samples for future s tudy were prepared, they were rushed to the 
locker and were frozen as quickly as possible. 
Part of the four sample preparations vas covered to prnent evapor-
ation and taken to the analysis laboratory vhere 16 samples of each were 
quickly and accurately weighed out to 26.00 grams. Periodically during 
the weighing process the rasped material was mixed as a precaution against 
pulp and juice separation. 
SUcrose and purity analysis 
Eight of the 16 samples from c1 , c2 , c3 , and C4 were weighed directly 
into 201.0 ml. Kohlrausch flasks for the Pellet digestion method and the 
remaining eight were weighed onto a tared onion skin paper 4 inches square 
for the Sa.chs-LeDocte process. :Both weighing procedures are shown in 
figure 3. 
Pellet method 
The determination of sucrose in sugar beets by hot water digestion 
as described by the Official Methods of Analysis (18, p . 524-525) has 
become somewhat of a standard method. This procedure was followed in 
general for the Pellet digestion. 
Pass sample (usually in form of cassettes) through meat 
grinder fitted '41ith p late haTing 1/4• perforatioo.s and aix 
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71gure 2. Pulp preparations. ( 1) Chopped in Iobarl food cutter for 1 
mi1111te. (2) Chopped in llobart food cutter for 10 minutea. 
(.3) Ooaaettea above, after being ground in a meat grinder, 
belov. ( 4) liaaped pulp. 
J'ipre .3. Me\1:10de of veighhg samples. Weighi.Dg pulp into a Xoh.nrauach 
tlaak for the Pellet method (left) . Weighing pulp onto tared 
onion lkin paper for the Sache-LeDocte method (right) . 
thoroughly. \~eigh out 26 g of prepared sample and rinse into 
201. 0 ml. Kohlrausch flask, using ca 100 cl. of H2o. Place 
flask under good vacuum 5-10 min. to remove air, carefully 
avoiding mechanical loss when T&Cuum is first applied. Add 
sufficient H2o to make vol. of ca 175 ml. and digest in H2o 
bath at 80°, supporting flask so that body is entirely immersed 
but is not in contact ~ith heating element; 2 or J times during 
digestion period remove flask, mix cont ents by swirling, and 
after each agitation wash down pulp that adheres to walls of 
flask '~ith little H2o at 80°. After exactly JO min. digestion 
fill flask to within 2-5 ml. of mark with H2o at 80° and con-
tinue digestion exacly 10 min. longer. Cool to room temp . in 
H2o ba th. Add 6 ml . of basic Pb acetate soln. 29.18(a) , and 
the small vol. of H20 necessary to fi l l to mark. (Previous 
additi9ns of H2o anrl reagents should be so adjusted that not 
over 4 ml. of H20 is required to make to vol.) Mix contents 
of flask well by shaking, allo,., to stand 5 min., shake again, 
and filter. Polarize in 4oO e m. g lass tube, after al l owing 
solution to s tand in i mmediate vicinity of saccharimeter 
a t least 5 min. before reading. If vol. adjustment and polar-
iscop ic observation are made a t 20°, reading gives per cent 
directly; if at other temps., apply formula in 29.19(a) . 
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After the samples were weighed into the Kohlrau scb flasks, the pulp 
was very carefull y rinsed to the bottom by the use of glass stirring rods 
and squeeze-type wash bottles. Eno ugh distilled water was added to make 
the total volume about 100 ml. and the flask was placed under a vacuum 
for 5 minutes or more . The volume was then brought to about 1?5 ml . with 
more water and the flask was n laced in a constant temperature water bath. 
The time was then recorded to the nearest minute. 
Four of the samples f rom c1, c2 , c3, and c4 which had been weighed 
into the Kohlrausch flasks were placed in a water bath a t 80° c. while 
the other 4 sets were placed in a water bath a t 55° C. Th is made a total 
of 16 samples in each ba t h. EAch batch of h samples in both baths was 
subject ec to f our different lengths of digestion tioe as out l ined below. 
The initial digestion periods (T1• T2 , T3, and T4) were 15 minutes , JO 
minutes, 1 hour. and 2 hours. During these periods each flask was 
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removed from the bath briefly three times, end contents were mixed by 
swirline, and the adhering pulp was washed down by a small amount of hot 
water. The flasks wer e kept in sequence and order ~nd were held above 
the bottom of the bath by the use of stiff wire nettine or hardware cloth. 
Forced air was bubbled into the water baths to maintain constant temperature 
and circulation during dibestion. Figure 4 shows the general laboratory 
setup for the di~estion procedures. At the termina tion of the initial 
di ges tion tine, the flask was removed, swirled, and eno~h hot water was 
add ed to bring it anproximately to volume. It was then digested for 
another short period. The supnlementary digestion time wag 10 minutes 
for ~11 flasks except T1 which was left in the bath for 5 addi tional 
minutes. The flasks were then removed and cooled to 20° c. in a cold water 
bath. The small amount of water necessary was added to bring the contents 
to the 201.0 ml. mark. If any foam or air bubbles remained, a few drops 
of either were added before the solution was made to volume. The flaak 
was then shaken well, and a small amount vas filtered into a vial for 
total dry solids determinations. About 1.5 gms. of Forne's dry lead sub-
acetate were added and the contents of the flask were well mixed by shaking. 
After allowing it to stand about 5 minutes, the flask was again shaken and 
the contents filtered as shown in figure 5. 
~-leDocte method 
While there are various modifications of the Sachs-LeDocte method, 
s typical procedure is as follows: 
On a tared onion skin paper, 4 inches square, weigh rapidly 26 gms. 
of finely-divided, well-mixed beet pulp , and transfer, paper and all, to 
a monel metal capsule. Add from an automatic pipette 177 ml. of lead water 
Figure 4. 
l 
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Digestion procedures. From left to right: SSOC. ~ellet method; 55° c. Saohs-LeDocte method: 
aoo 0. Pellet method' Sache-LeDocte cold (20° c.) method. Svirl1D8 and rineing for Pellet 
method ehovn on far left; 1?? ml. automatic pipette for Sache-LeDoote method 1hovn on far 
right. N 
-..) 
Jigure 5. Clarification and filtering. Filtration for total dry eolide determinations in background. 
Clarification and filtration for .acrose determinations in foreground. 
~ 
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(7° Brix. basic lead acetate solution). Cover with the iron ring and its 
rubber envel ope, press do;m to seal, and shake vigorously for a few seconds. 
Filt er the c ontents and polarize in a 4oO mm. continuous tube (15, p. 95 ; 
16) . As a further pr ecaution , after the first shaking , the capsule may be 
allowed to stand for 20 minutes or more, and again shaken. I f the particles 
of pulp are not fine enough f or cold-water digestion, the closed capsule, 
after being shaken, is digested in a water bath at about 80° c. for 30 
minutes, then cooled to 20° C. It is again well shaken, the contents are 
filtered and polarized (15 , p . 96). This procedure in general was used 
for the Sachs-LeDocte analysis in this experiment. 
As the pulp samples were weighed out on t he onion skin paper f or the 
Sachs-LeDocte digestion, they were transferred, paper and all , to a heavy 
glass beaker of about JOO ml. volume. From an automatic pipette, 177 ml. 
of distilled water was added. The glass Yas sea led with an iron ring and 
rubber envelope cover and was shaken well to mix. The time vas recorded 
to the neares t minute. 
Four of the samples of C1 , C2, CJ , and C4 to be run by the Sachs-
LeDocte method were set in a hot water ba th at 55° c., whi l e the other four 
were set aside at room temperature (20° C) . (See figure 4.) The total 
digestion times of T1 , T2 , T3, and T4 were 15 minutes, JO minutes, 1 hour, 
and 2 hours, respectively . After digestion bad proceeded in the T1, T2, 
T3, and T4 beakers for 5, 10 , 15, and 20 minutes, respectively, the beakers 
were shaken and a small sample was removed from each and filtered for total 
dry solids determina tion. About 1.5 g rams of Horne's dry lead subacetate 
were added and the contents were mixed by Shaking. Digestion was then 
continued for t he remainder of the total period , at which time the beakers 
vere shaken and the contents filtered. 
The room temperature vas thermostatically controlled a t 200 c. to 
insure the p roper temperature of all instruments, equipment, distilled 
water and samples. 
Identity of each sample was maintained by its specific location in 
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the water baths and by two small cards with systematic coding of sample 
identification which were kept with the sample from veighing to filtering. 
One of these cards was placed with the filtered sample for total dry solids 
analysis while the other one accompanied the clarified solution for sucrose 
determination . The identity of each sample, along with the initial time 
that digestion was begun, the time to be bro~ht to volume (Pellet method) 
or the time to have e sample taken for tote.l dry solids determination (Sachs-
leDocte metbod), e nd the time when the digestion period should be terminated 
were recorded on the b lackboard so that t he progress of each sample could 
be easi l y vatched and controlled. The general laboratory procedures may 
be seen in figure 6. 
Figure 7 shows the t emp erature-controlled Bausch and Lomb precision 
sugar refractome,ter 11-JJ -45-01 vhich was used to determine total dry solids. 
Per cent sucrose was obtained directl y by polarizing the clarified solu-
tions in a 4oo mm. continuous tubed Bausch and lomb saccharimeter, I JJ- 62-
05 having a Jellet single priam polarizer -tith a fixed half-shade ang le of 
approxima tel y 7° as s hown in figure a. 
Relat ed s tudies 
Other r elated studies were carri ed out which wou l d a.drl val ue and inter-
pretation to this research. 
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J'igure 6. General laborator.y procedures. 
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Sacbarimetry ~ copper reduction, A separate experiment was run 
to compare a standard hot water digestion plus simple polarization method 
with an alcohol extrection plus copper reduction method of sucrose analysis, 
Duplicate determinations were made on 50 beets by both methods, In the 
digestion plus polarization method the same procedure ·was followed as 
described on pages 24 and 25, except that dry basic lead acetate was 
added after bringing to volume in order that purity determinations could 
also be made. The copper reduction method of analysis as described in the 
Official Methods of Analysis (18, pp, 347, 348, 507, 508) was employed. 
Coarseness of sample. A study was made to determine the relative size 
or coarseness of the beet pulp samples as prepared by the four methods, 
This was done by arranging a nest of sieves of the following mesh: 4, 8, 
10, 20, 40, 60, end 140 (number represents number of openings per linear 
inch) in sequence from coarse on top to fine at the bottom, One hundred 
grams of beet pulp were plaoed in the top sieve; the lid was put on and 
the entire nest was immersed in water. They were kept in continual 
agitation and rotation for about 30 minutes, or until no further separ-
ation seemed to occur. This was repeated with 100 grams of each of the 
other three sample preparations, The entire procedure was then repeated 
the next day on fresh sample preparations except that 150 grams of sample 
were used, After each teet, all the sample that remained in each sieve 
was carefully removed, placed in metal containers, labeled, and put in 
a drying oven. After about 48 hours, or when completely dry, they were 
removed and weighed. The per cent dry pulp of total dry weight obtained 
from each sieve was determined, 
Sampling .!!:!:21: due to quartering of beet.. Since one of the basic 
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assumptions in the sampling procedure of this research, as Yell as nearl7 
all present sampling techniques in the ana lysis of sugar beets, is that 
any quarter or wedge-shaped segment of a beet, taken in line Yith its 
axis, ' is equal in concentration of all constituents to a similar segment 
in any other portion of that beet, it would be Yell to test the reliabil-
ity of this theory, 
An experiment was carried out to test the sucrose content and per 
cent purity variations obtained due to sampling qwarters of beets both 
when beets are bulked and when sampled individually. Thirty beets from 
one nitrogen level Yere yashed thoroughly and all 30 beets were cut into 
four equal quarters through the center. One quarter from each beet was 
picked at random and bulked in four equal lots. Each lot was processed 
separately but identically by chopping for 3 minutes in the Hobart food 
cutter. Each batch was mixed thoroughly, and approximately 30 gram 
samples were quickly weighed out, labeled and p laced in dry ice. When 
enough samples from the four batches of bulked quarters from all three 
nitrogen levels were prepared, they were taken to the locker and frozen. 
Four quarters from 10 beets were also prepared in a similar manner but 
each quarter yas chopped for 3 minutes, labeled separately and frozen 
for future analysis. 
Duplicate sucrose and purity determinations Yare made on all of 
the bulked samples, and single determinations were made on all quarters 
of the 10 single beets, following the standard digestion procedure des-
cribed on pages 24 and 25. Duplicates wer e later run on all quarters 
of the individual beets which seemed to vary from the other quarters 
of the same beet. 
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The laboratory analyses were begun on December 28, 1956, and were 
completed on tl.arch 6, 1957. The beets were still in generally good con-
dition on March 9 after all analyses ~<ere complet ed , as shown in figure 1. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Sucrose content data were obtained from the 1152 suear be et samples 
of the main study and the data subjected to statistical analysis. The 
results are given in table 1. The analysis of variance shows a signifi-
. 
cant di f ference due t o all of the main af f ects as well as all but three 
of the two-way interact ions. Most of th e differences are highly signifi-
cant. 
All factors or interactions which showed a significant di f ference 
were p lotted i n graph form and a tes t was I!Bde t o determine significant 
d ifferences bet11een levels or treatments by multip lyine the otnndard 
error of t he treatment mean s by t a t t .05 and t. ol• 
Replications 1 end 2 a re signif icantly different fro m replication J . 
One would expect a gr adual decrease in sucrose content of the suear beets 
due to ti me of storage. This was the case, as shm•n in figure 9. 
Freezing the samples before analysis gave a significant increase in 
sucrose per cent, as shown in figure 10. This might be expected since 
other treatments used in this study apparently have less effect when the 
cell membranes of the p lant material are disrupted by freezing. 
It was founrl t hat the sucros e content dec reases as nitrogen level in-
creases , in a~;re ement 11ith repo rts by Haddock (11), Wooley (26) , and others. 
Figure ll shows t ha t N0 and N1 are significantly higher in sucrose content 
There is a h ighly s i gnifica nt difference bet':leen P1 and P2, 1'3 , and 
P4 as shown in figure 12 . P4 i s sign ificantly different from P2 • One 
Table 1. Analysis of variance for sucrose content of sugar beets 
Degrees SUllie 
Source of of ot Mean 
variation freedom squares square F .05 ,01 
Replications 2 144.3773 72,1887• 19.45 19.00 99,00 
Freezing 1 156.5712 156.5712• 42.19 18.51 98.49 
Error (e) 2 7.4229 3. 7115 
Nitrogen 2 365.564o 182.7820•• 12,65 4,46 8,65 
Freez. x Nit, 2 2,8306 1.4153 0,10 4.46 8.65 
Error (b) 8 115.5759 14.4470 
Process 3 426.1792 142.0597** 94.73 2.8J 4.29 
Pro c . x Freez, 3 219.2584 73.0861•• 48.74 2,8J 4.29 
Proc, X Nit. 6 11.8244 1.9707 1.31 2,32 J,26 
Error (c) 42 62.9839 1.4996 
Coaraeneaa 3 330,J05J 110.1018•• 327.68 2,61 3.8o 
Coara. x Proc, 9 288,0485 32.0054•• 95.25 1,89 2.43 
Coare. x Freez. 3 132.3265 44,1088** 131.28 2,61 3.80 
Coars. X Nit, 6 4.8294 0,8049• 2.40 2,10 2,82 
Time 3 56.4270 18.8090** 55.98 2,61 3.80 
Time x Ceara, 9 21.2162 2,J574** 7.02 1.89 2,43 
Time x Proc. 9 46,6071 5.1786 .. 15.41 1.89 2,43 
Time x Freez, 3 13.1745 4.J915** 13.07 2,61 J.8o 
Time X Nit, 6 1.5531 0,2589 0,77 2,10 2,82 
Error (d) 1029 345.7464 0,3360 
Total 1151 2752.8218 
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would expect this result because of the inefficiency of the cold digestion 
in extract ing sucrose from coarse beet pulp, Bet ween a ll degrees of coarse-
ness t here a re highly significan t differences excep t between c2 and c3 as 
shown i n figur e 14, However, they also a re significantly different at the 
,05 level , This would be expec t ed because of the semi-permeability of 
intact cell membranes and the difficul t y of sucros e passing throueh by 
diffus ion, 
Length of di ges tion per iods shOI< a continue.l increase in sucrose ex-
traction fron 15 minutes t o 2 hours in figure 17. Highly significant 
di fferences occur between all th e t ime periods excep t between T3 and T4, 
where no significant change i n sucrose content occurs. This is a s expected 
becaus e di f fu sion of sucrose i s very r ap i d during the first part of the 
di gesti on period and wil l gradually level off as sucrose concentra tion 
comes to equilibrium both insi de t he pulp cells and in the so l ut ion out-
side, 
A f ew genera l observa tions and statements regarding significant 
differences due to interactions will help in understanding the causes of 
differences and in deci di ng which methods of analysis a re of value, 
Figure 1) shows t hat while sucrose analysis using fro zen samples is 
not nearly so grea tly influenced by process as the unfro zen pulp , it is 
evident tha t only PJ anrl P4 e ive about the same average sucrose content 
in all samp l es, One fact or that may contribute substantially to the high 
sucrose per cent a s obtained by P2 with s everal of t he interact ions is 
t hat a small sample (about 10 ml.) was taken soon after dieestion to 
obtain a total dry solids determination as exp l a ined previously. It be-
came evid ent t hat t his is not long enough as sucrose anrl other constituents 
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are still being extracted. Since considerable sucrose vas extracted after 
this sample was taken for total dry solids determination, the sucrose per 
cent in the reroainine solution was higher t han the true value. It is also 
quite pos s ibl e that the pulp was not mixed adeqURtely before the sample was 
taken. Furthennore, it is apparent that the pipette volume for the Sachs-
LeDocte process should be larger than 177 ml. in agr eement with Bachler (1), 
The interaction bet ween process and coarseness as shown in figure 21 
again gi ves evidence of th&greater efficiency of processes J and 4 in 
extracting sucrose from all degrees of coarseness of pulp samples. ? 1 is 
af no apparent value in sucrose analysis except with pulp of extreme fine-
ness, ~2 is al so too variable throughout the four levels of coarseness, 
All interactions between degree of coarseness anrl fresh versus frozen 
pulp are significant except 04, as seen i n figure 15. 
Figur e 16 shovs significant differences over all degrees of coarse-
neas ann levels of nitrogen except between N0 and N1 a t 01 and o2 , 
There are no significant differences due t o tina with rasped pulp as 
sh01m in figure 20. There are no significant differences between o2 and 
OJ at any time except Tl• T3 is not sign i ficantly different from T4 at 
any given coarseness except 01 where it ia barely significant "t the , 05 
level. 
Figure 19 inrticates th&t only P3 and P4 are not greatly affected by 
tiroe; t her e are no significant differences between them a t any time. How-
over , there are significant differences bet~teen T1 and TJ over all processes, 
ru1d between T1 and T2 over all proces ses except P4. 
Frozen sam~les give significant ly higher sucrose analysis over all 
tim e interva ls then unfrozen samples, a• seen in figure 18, Unfrozen pulp 
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shows significant increases in sucrose percentage with each increase in 
time interval except between TJ and T4. 7ro•en pulp digestion ia not 
grea t ly affected by time but T1 is significantly different from Tz, TJ, 
and T4, 
Per £.t!!1 uuri ty 
The analysis of varia nce for the per c ent purity data i s shown in 
t able 2. The results inrj lcate that of the main effec t s, only process and 
coarseness give highly significant di iferences, Five two-way interactions 
show significant overall differences e.nd tests were m~<d e to determine sig-
nificant differences between treatments as was done for the sucrose data, 
Figure 22 shows that ? 1 and P2 are significantly different from PJ 
and P4 , It is important to note that the over-all data for P1 an<l Pz are 
quite 1mrealis tic, showing purity percentages grea te1· thnn 100 per cent, 
This i s due to the procedure used in takint: a sample for total dry solids 
determinations for P1 and Pz , 
Since these samples were obtained after only a portion of the total 
digestion period hed elapsed, "<hile sucrose and probably o ther constitu-
ents o f the beet juices continued to be diges ted out of the pulp , the 
p urity percentages calculated f rom these dat a would be too high, Conse-
quently, the purity data as determined on al l but the rasped samples from 
P1 and P2 are of little meanine and value. rt ie also of interest to note 
t hP t P2 is significantly hi gher in purity per cent t han P1 , This may be 
explained by the fact tha t the ratlo of sucrone extrac ted af ter total dry 
solids samnle was t aken t o total d ry solids extracted before was ~reater 
with P2 where heat was app lied than with P1 , This is even more apparent 
in figure 2) which shows the results of the procees by f r eezing interaction, 
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Table 2. Analysis of variance for per cent purity of sugar beeta 
Degrees Sums 
Source of of of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F .05 .01 
Replications 2 205.4702 102.7351 0.36 19. 00 99.00 
Freezing 34 .4796 J4,4796 0,12 18.51 98.49 
Error (a) 2 576.9836 288.4918 
Nitrogen 2 1093.3026 546.6.513 3.81 4,46 8.65 
Freez, X Nit, 2 498.8940 249.4470 1.74 4,46 8.65 
Error (b) 8 1147.9330 143.4916 
Process 3 35264.1253 11754. 7084•• 2.53 .88 2.83 4.29 
Pro c. x Freez. 3 1243,0878 414. 3626*" 8.95 2,83 4.29 
Proc, X Nit, 6 480,0602 80,0100 1.73 2.32 3.26 
Error (c) 42 1944.6184 46,3004 
Coarseness 3 31370.4369 10456.8123** 416.47 2,61 3.80 
Coars, x Proc. 9 20826,4384 2314,0487•• 92.16 1,89 2,4J 
Coars. x Freez. 3 525.31\28 175.1276 .. 6.97 ::>.61 3. 8o 
Ceara. x Ill t, 6 421.3499 70.2250• 2,80 2.10 2.82 
Time 3 88,9571 29.6524 1,18 2,61 3.80 
'rime x Coars. 9 179.~61 19.9218 0.79 1.89 2.4J 
Time x Proc, 9 266.0171 29. 5575 1,18 1,89 2.43 
Time x Freez. 3 15.3476 5.1159 0,20 2.61 J.8o 
Timex Nit, 6 460.1614 76.6936•• 3.05 2.10 2.82 
Error (d) 1029 25836.2792 25.1081 
Total 1151 122478.6212 
~ : : ; 
• 1 • 
Temperature has a minor effec t over t he digestion period with frozen 
samp l es but extraction of sucros e from unfro zen pulp is greatly influenced 
by temperature over the digestion period. Figure 24 ehows that C4 is not 
so greatly affected by procees although P1 and P2 are eignif icantly higher 
than P4. There are no eigni f icant di fferences between PJ and P4 for any 
degr ee of coereenese. However, C1 and c2 a re significantly higher than 
C4 f or all processes. c1 is significantly higher t han CJ for all processes 
except P4. 
Per cent purity is greatly affected by coarseness of sample as seen 
by fi gure 27. All degr ee• of coarseness g ive highly significant differ-
ences. The interac tions of freezing with coarseness and of nitrogen levels 
with coareeneos also show some significant differences as seen in figur es 
25 a nd 26. However, t he results are somewhat confounded with the unreal-
ietic data f rom P1 and P2 eo it is difficult to draw definite and sound 
conclusions f r om theee differences. The same is true with the time by 
nitrogen int eractions from f i 6ure 28. It is of impor tance that in all 
casee N2 iB lower in purity percentage than N0 and N1 as would be expected 
(11 ) . N1 is eignificantly higher than N0 at c1 (figure 26) and a t T1 
(figure 28). 
Relat ed studies 
Sacchar imetrY ~ copper reduction. The data fro<~ the experiment 
c omparing an aqueous digest i on--oaccharimetry method--to an alcohol-
ext racti on and copper-reduction method of sucrose analysis are presented 
in table 3. The sucrose ana lysis by sacchar imetry gives a definite and 
consistent increase over the copp er reduction procedure. The only exception 
to thi s i s f r om bee t number J8 which gives a slightly lower sucrose per 
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Table 3. Comparison study of saccharimetry versus copper reduction for 
sucrose analysis of sugar beet pulp 
Average Average % sucr ose Averaee Average % sucrose 
sucrose sucrose diff. sucrose sucrose diff. 
Sample % by ~ by 88CC .- Sample % by % by sacc .-
no. sac c. Cu red. Cu red. no. sac c. Cu red. Cu red. 
1 17.47 15.80 1.67 26 14.87 14.10 0.77 
2 16 .40 15.55 0.85 27 15.20 14.60 0.60 
3 17.03 16.05 0.98 28 17.57 17.35 0.22 
4 15.67 15.35 o. 32 29 15.60 14.85 0.75 
5 14.70 14 .10 o.6o 30 15.77 15.30 0.47 
6 15.70 15.55 0.15 31 15.93 15.45 o.48 
7 17.27 17.05 0.22 32 16.97 16.65 o.n 
8 16.10 15.70 o.40 33 17.10 16.75 0.15 
9 15.40 15.20 o.zo 34 16.30 15.65 o.65 
10 16.93 16.25 o.68 35 16.67 15.75 0.92 
11 15.33 14.25 1.08 36 14.13 13.70 o.43 
12 16.10 15.60 o.so 37 14.77 13.80 0.97 
13 15.47 14.75 o. ?2 38 15.80 15.90 -0.10 
14 17.47 17.00 o.47 39 14.67 14.20 o.47 
15 16.70 16.15 0.55 40 10.83 10.30 0.53 
16 14.80 13.90 0.90 41 13.53 13.35 0.18 
17 16.83 16.40 o. 43 42 14.93 14.45 0.48 
18 13.60 12.95 0.65 43 15.57 14.90 o.67 
19 13.87 13.10 0.77 44 14.90 14.45 0.45 
20 15.87 15.15 0.?2 45 16. 30 15.90 o.4o 
21 15.13 14.25 0;88 46 15.10 14.50 o.6o 
22 16.20 15.25 0.95 47 14.27 13.70 0.57 
23 16.60 15.95 o.65 48 16.07 15.50 0.57 
24 14.77 14.20 0.57 49 16.30 15.75 0.55 
25 15.50 14.35 1.15 50 16.13 15. 50 o.63 
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cent of an average of t "o determina tions by saccharimetry, Since these 
t wo analyses on the same bee t are so far apart (16,1 per cent and 15.5 
per cent sucrose) we could suspect t hat there may have been some error 
such as in weighing the sample, mixing the pulp , etc , The d.i f ferences 
between the two methods in per cent sucrose ranee from -0,10 per cent on 
beet f J8 to 1, 67 per cent on bee t il, with an over-all aver age increase 
for t he saccharimetry method of 0,60 p er cent. 
The lack of agreement between these t wo basically different but 
15 
widely accepted procedures are apparently much greater than commonly 
supposed, By far the greatest proportion of the literature on the subject 
emphaBizes the seeminely minor and re latively unimportant consid.er ntion8 
and differences within only one method or between similar methods of 
sucrose analysis, such as the precise volume of solution to add or the 
volW'le of flask to use, whether volume or marc hydrate, marc nnhydrate, 
or marc hydrate p lus lend precipitate should be used for volume correction, 
Even if the assL~ed marc volume was 1 ml, greater or less than the true 
marc volume, the difference in the polari zation of a beet containing 16 
per cent sucrose would be only 0,08 per cent sucrose, It is evident 
that the factor or factors which are reanonsible for the difference 
between the two methods a re quite consistent between samples from the 
snme beet, but vary appreciably between samples fron different beets, The 
average devia tion between samples of the erune beet taken over all 50 beets 
is O,OR per cent sucrose for the copper reduction method and 0,09 per cent 
sucrose for the saccharimetry method, Therefore, the precision or con-
sistency of both me thods is suff ici ent to assume tha t the ceuse of the 
increase in sucrose per cent by saccharimetry is not due to chance and is 
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not a constant factor inherent in the procedures, but vari es greatly 
between beets. This would indicate that at least part of the increase 
in sucrose per cent by simple polarization may be due to other optically 
active substances having p redominantly dextrorotatory action either 
naturally or induced by the effects of lead subacetate on their optical 
activity. 
These 50 beets are also being quantita tively analyzed for various 
other constituents such as raffinose, glutamate, total anionic constituents, 
galactanol, malic acid, oxalic acid, and amino nitrogen. A multiple cor-
reLation will be run to determine if the amount of increase in sucrose 
J$ 
content by saccharimetry over copper reduction determinations ~ in some 
way correlated with the rela tive concentration of these various constituents, 
Coarseness of ~. The data from the study to determine reLative 
coarseness of each sample preparation are given in table 4, 
Sampling ~.21: ~~ to g,uartering of .!!!Jrt!.. The reaults of the experi-
ment to test the assumption that any quarter or wedge-shaped segment of 
a beet taken in line with its axis is a true and representative sample 
of the entire beet are shovn in tables 5 and 6. The consistency of 
sucrose determinations where duplications were made and also between 
quartera is striking evidence of the precision obtainable by this method 
when extreme care is taken to ensure thorough mixing end accurate weigh-
ing of samples. It i• also evident that when a sufficient number of 
careful ly-cut quarters are bulked-and processed properly, they do repre-
sent a true sample of the entire lot of beets. 
However, the data obtained from analysis of individual quarters from 
single beets show that we a re not correct in our basic ass~tion when it 
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Tab lE' 4, Determicatio~ of relative size of sugar beet pulp particles 
prepared by the four methods 
Method Area Grams Grnms % dry % dry Av.% dry 
of of each dry .rt, dry wt. wt, of wt,of wt. of 
prepar- Sieve opening per lOOg per 150g Aver- total totr.l t otal 
etion no, ( sq.mm,) wet wt, wet >~ t. age dry wt. dry wt. dry wt. 
4 22,66 0,68 0.85 4.4 3.9 4.2 
8 5.66 9. 48 14. 8) 61.0 67.5 64.2 
Chopped 10 4,00 1.76 1.95 11,4 8,9 10.1 
for l min, 20 .71 3.33 4.08 21,4 18.6 ?0 , 0 
40 .18 0. 2) 0,19 1.5 0,9 1,2 
60 , 06 0.05 0, 04 o.J 0,2 0, ) 
Total dry w-t-. -- 15.53 21 . 94 
%total dry wt. of 
total wet wt. 15.53 14.6) 15.08 
4 22 .66 o.so 0,22 5.2 2, 0 ) .6 
8 5 . 66 5.52 7.62 57.2 67.2 62,2 
Cossetted 10 4,00 0,81 0,74 8,4 6,5 7.4 
and 20 .71 2.)6 2 . 29 24,4 20,2 22,) 
e;rounrl 4o ,18 O,J7 0,43 J,8 3.8 ) ,8 
6o , 06 0,09 0,03 1,0 O, J 0,7 
Total dry wt . 9.65 ll , JJ 
~ total dry wt. of 
total wet wt , 9 . 65 7.55 8 ,60 
8 5 .66 0,04 0,11 0,4 0, 8 0,6 
Chopped 10 4,00 0,11 0, 27 1.2 2,0 1.6 
for 20 .71 8, 08 11.8) 85 . 2 88 , 2 86.7 
10 min . 40 ,18 0,96 0,88 10 .1 6.5 8,J 
6o . o6 0,21 0,26 2,2 2,0 2. 1 
140 , 01 o.o8 0,06 0,9 0,5 0.7 
To tal dry wt, 9, 48 lJ,41 % t otal dr y wt. of 
total wet wt. 9,48 8, 911 9.21 
4 22 ,66 0,50 0,28 9.7 J , 8 6,8 
8 5,66 0,16 0,40 ) .1 5 .4 4,2 
Rasped 10 4,00 0,18 0,)0 J.S 4,0 3.7 
20 .71 2, 00 3 .50 J8,6 47.3 42 .9 
4o ,18 1, 26 1,89 24,4 25.5 25 . 0 
60 , 06 0, 75 0, 66 14,5 8, 9 11. 7 
140 ,01 O,J2 0,38 6,2 5. 1 5.7 
Total dry wt. ,5.17 7:41 
'/> total dry wt. of 
total wet wt, 5 . 17 4,94 5 . 06 
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Table 5. Sucros e cont ent varia tions from quartering beets when the 
quart ers from JO beets are bulked into four equal lots 
(one quart er per bee t per lot ) 
Nitrogen Bulked Per cent 
level quarters total dry Purity Per cent 
of beets lot no, Dup . solids per cent sucrose 
0 1 a 17 • .53 90,7 15.9 
pounds b 18 ,10 87,3 15.8 
per 
acre 2 a 17,68 89.9 15 , 9 
b 18, 10 87, J 15,8 
J a 17.68 89.9 15.9 
b 18,J8 86,0 1,5 ,8 
4 a 17,68 89.9 15,9 
18,24 87,2 15.9 
80 1 a 17,68 87,7 15.5 
pounds b 18,24 85,0 15,.5 
per 
a c re 2 a 18,10 86,7 1.5.7 
b 18,10 85.1 15,4 
J a 17,25 88,7 1.5,J 
b 17.96 85.7 1.5.4 
4 a 17.82 86,4 15,4 
b 17.96 8.5.7 15,4 
2.50 1 a 17,2.5 85,2 14,7 
pounds b 17,2.5 8,5,8 14,8 
per 
acre 2 a 17,25 85. 2 14.7 
b 17.11 85,J 14,6 
J a 16,68 88,7 14,8 
b 16.96 87, J 14,8 
4 a 16,96 86,7 14,7 
b 17.25 8,5,8 14,8 
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Table 6, Sucrose content variations from individual quarters 
from individual beets 
Per cent 
Beet Q.uarter Dup . total dry Per cent Per cent 
no, no, no, solids purity sucrose 
1 1 a 16.11 85.7 13.8 
2 a 16.11 85.7 13.8 
3 a 16,25 84.9 lJ.8 
4 a 16,25 87.4 14,2 
b 16.25 87.4 14,2 
2 1 a 15.82 82,8 13.1 
b 15,67 84,2 13.2 
2 a 15.53 82,4 12,8 
3 a 15.39 83.2 12,8 
4 a 15.53 83.1 12.9 
J 1 a 16,5J 87.7 14. 5 
2 a 16,68 86.9 14,5 
3 a 16,96 87.3 14,8 
b 16,11 91.2 14,7 
4 a 17.11 85.9 14,7 
b 16,53 88.9 14,7 
4 1 a 17.11 90,6 15.5 b 1?.53 87.8 15.4 
2 a 17.53 90,1 15.8 
3 a 17.5J 90.1 15.8 
~ a 17.68 89,4 15,8 
5 1 a 17.5J 86.7 15,2 
b 17.53 86,7 15.2 
2 a 17, 25 87,0 15,0 
J a 16.96 87,J 14,8 
b 16, 68 88.1 14.7 
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Table 6. (continued) 
Per cent 
Beet Q:Uarter Dup. total dry Per cent Per cent 
no, no. no. solids purity sucrose 
5 4 a 17.25 87.0 15.0 
6 1 a 18.38 89.2 16.4 
2 a 18.53 89.0 16.5 
b 18.53 89.0 16.5 
3 a 18.38 89.2 16,4 
4 a 18.24 89.9 16.4 
7 1 a 16.39 83.0 13.6 
b 16.68 81.5 1).6 
2 a 16.82 81.5 1J. 7 
3 a . 16,82 82,0 13.8 
4 a 16,82 82,6 13.9 
b 16.53 84.7 14,0 
8 1 a 17.82 88.7 15.8 
b 17.25 91.0 15.7 
2 a 18,68 86.7 16.2 
3 a 18.38 89.2 16.4 
b 18,68 87.8 16,4 
4 a 17.82 89.8 16,0 
9 1 a 18.53 92.8 17.2 
b 17.96 95.6 17.2 
2 a 19.26 92,4 17.8 
b 19. 26 92.9 17.9 
3 a 18.68 92.6 17.3 
4 a 18.97 92 .8 17.6 
10 1 a 17.53 88,4 15.5 
2 a 17.68 88.2 15,6 
3 a 17,82 88,1 15.7 
4 a 17.68 89.4 15.8 
b 18,10 87.8 15.9 
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concerns a single beet or a small lot of beets. Since this study made 
use of one-fourth of the beet in determining its accuracy in representing 
the entire beet, it would be reasonable to assume that a smaller segment 
such as is obtained with the rasp (which takes less than one-tenth of the 
total beet) would be subject to even more error and devi ation from the true 
average composition of the beet, unless a considerable number of beets 
were to be sampled, However, bulked samples obtained from the rasp or 
meat grinder would not correct a ny inherent additive errors. 
These data would suggest that it might be advantageous to continue 
the study to determine if there are correlations between the position of 
the beet in the field regarding direction of sunlight, irrigation water, 
fertilizer applications, etc., and variations in its content of sucrose 
and other constituents. 
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S!Jl.ll!tA..llY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A spl it plot l abora t or y ruq>erim&nt was conducted t o study the in-
fluence of nitrogen f erti lization, fr eezing of pulp samples, and 
temperature of bath, the Sache-LeDocte me thod versus the Pellet method, 
the coarsene ss of samples, and the length of di ges tion ti~e on sucrose 
a nd purity arwlysis by aqueous digestion end saccharimetry, 
There were high ly si gnificant differences i n sucros e per cent due 
t o all of the treatment main effects excep t f r eezing , >~hich was signi fi-
cant at the , 05 level, 
The effec t of i r eezine sho11s that sucros e is more efficiently extracted 
frorn t he beet pulp that has been previously f rozen. 
The main effects of nitrogen fertili7.e tion s ho" thPt there is an 
inve!"se relntionship be t ween ni t r ogen content of the soil. and sucrose 
cont ent of the st~ar beet s. N0 and N1 were significantly hi gher in sucrose 
trAn N2• There is l ittl e tendency fo r nitrogen t o interact sienificantly 
with other treatments, 
The over-all effect of coarseness shows tha t the finer t he pulp 
particles, t he more sucrose i s extracted. Each of the four degrees of 
coarseness s tudied gave signifi cant differences between them, 
The effect of process indi cat es that the pr ocesses studied are not 
equally efficient in the extrPction of sucros e from sugar beet pulp, P2, 
P3 and P4 all gave hi ghly sienificant increases over P1, P4 i s signifi-
cantly high~r than P2 • 
The ov er-all effec t of time shows thr.t greater amountR of sucrose were 
extracted as the length of the di gestion period was increased. Highly 
significant differences ~ere obtain ed between a l l time intervals except 
be tween T3 and T4 , where no significant increase occurred. 
Six of t he 10 two-way interactions were highly significant, while 
on e of them was significant a t the ,05 level. 
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Yreezing of samples offe rs considerable promise in sucrose snalysis 
no t only for the purpose of stor age fo r delayed onnlysis, but also a s a 
treatment to en sure compl ete extraction of sugar in l es s time when coarse 
pulp is used, 
Cold diges tion is of no value in sucros e analysis excep t when carried 
out with completely macerated or rasped pulp . The Sachs-leDocte aqueous 
die;estion a t 55° c. reqtdres a fairly fine or f rozen pulp or t he digestion 
must b e ca rried out f or at lMst an hour to ensure equilibrium. 
The Pellet met hod of sucrose analysis a t 80° c. i s superior t o the 
.55° c. digestion when coarse unfrozen pulp is used. 
The coarseness of pulp does not have much effec t upon ouc rose analysis 
when the pulp is f r o?en or when hot digestion is used , providine the time 
of diges t ion is adequate. 
\ii thin certain li mi ts, t he length of diges tion period is not an im-
po rtant factor when the rasped pulp is used or when the coar ser pulp is 
f ro zen , although 30 minutes should perhaps be the min imum d i ges tion time 
under any conditions. If unf r ozen, coarse nulp is used, the mi nimum 
d i gestion time should be extended t o about 1 hour. Even under t hese con-
di ti ons , the Pellet method r t 80° c. i s the mos t reliab le. 
The Sachs- LeDocte method shot1ld be emnloyed where rap idity r a ther 
than highes t accure.cy is teqt~lred. Rasped or completely macerated pulp , 
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analyzed by cold digestion, wil l be more rapid, convenient and sufficiently 
reliable where t his method can be used, 
The Pellet metho d should be used when emphasis is placed on accuracy 
and precision, The recommended 30-minute digestion at 80° C, is adequate 
when the beet pulp is not too coarse, but 1 hour will ensure more complete 
extraction with coarse, unf rozen pulp, Under some conditions the 55° C, 
digestion may be superior to prevent the breakdown and extraction of opti-
cally active substances and other impurities, 
A further analysis of variance will be run on the data from this 
research in order to break down t he high order interactions which will 
allow more specific recommendations, 
A comparison study was made of saccharimetry versus copper reduction 
for sucrose analy-sis of sugar beet pulp from 50 sugar beets . The sacchari-
metry method gave an over-all average increase in sucrose of 0,60 per c ent, 
The average deviations between duplicate determina tions from the same beet 
are about equal and show good precision for bo th methods. The results from 
this study and others repo rted herein, i ndicate that while the Pellet 
method gives a relatively high degree of precision, its absolute accuracy 
in sucrose analysis may be in doubt due to the p resence of other optically 
active constituents. Additional studies should be made to determine the 
cause of such consistent but variable increases, nnd the correlations that 
may exist between these increases and the relat i ve concentrations of opt i -
cally active impurities in the beets, 
Fr om the study to determine the relat ive si ze of sugar beet pulp 
particles which were prepared by the four methods, it bas been shown that 
t he pulp particles from the Hobart food cutter are uniform in s i ze f or either 
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of the chopping periods studied. It is also evident by comparing the 
average per cent total dry weight of total wet weight that chopping, even 
for 10 minutes, leaves more intact cell• and causes less separr tion of 
juice and pulp than the rasp or the meat grinder. 
' The study of sucrose content variations due to sampline beets by 
quarters ind icates that when an ade~uate number of beet quarters are bulked, 
processed and mixed thoroughly, a representative sample of all the beets 
is obtained. However, when only one beet or a small lot of beets is to be 
analyzed sepE>rately, sampling by quarters may not give an adequately repre-
sentative sanple due to natural sucrose content variations within the beets. 
A smaller portion of the beet, such as is removed by the rasp, would be 
subject to even more error anc deviation from the true average compos! tion 
of the beet. 
This problem should be studied further t o determine ff there are any 
correl~tions between the pogition of the beet in thg field in regerd to 
sunlight, fertilization placement, irrigation furrow, etc., and variations 
in its sucrose content. 
In addition to the above suegestions for further s tudy in the area 
of sucrose analysis, the author lists the following: 
1. Bffects of freezing an~ coarseness of sample and effects of 
temperature and length of time of digestion on the extraction of optically 
active non-sugars in the beet nulp , s r ould be determined. 
2. Effects of these optically active impuriti es should be studied 
from beets grown ttnder various environmental conditions. 
3. The usefu l nes" of freazine as a treatmdnt to facilitate more 
rapid and comnlete sucrose extre.ction from non-rasped sugar beet pulp 
sho~ld be investigated. 
4, The Hobart f ood cutter as a means to obtain a more representative 
sample and the a dvantage of leaving many of the plant cells intact should 
be evaluat ed in relation to present sampling methods, 
5, The problem of volume correction for marc should be evaluated 
objective ly to attempt ( or estab l i s h) an agreement as to the definition 
of marc and juice when lead Rubacetate is added, 
6, The copper reduction and single saccharimetry methods of sucrose 
analysi s shO·•l d be studied furth er t o determine the rela tive accuracy and 
precision of each, 
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